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INTRODUCTION

This is the twenty fifth Research Bulletin produced by Middletown Centre for Autism and it provides summaries of nine articles spanning from 2013-2017. The research summarised covers a range of practical approaches that can be used to promote effective communication with children and young people with autism.

The Bulletin commences with an interview with Dr Susan Sheridan.

Dr Susan Sheridan has more than 40 years of experience in education, specialising in autism and intellectual disabilities. She has taught students with special needs of all ages, in addition to teaching at a higher education level.

Dr Sheridan has worked as a Special Education Consultant for the Harris County Department of Education for 19 years and has also worked in private consulting for 16 years. In addition to this, Dr Sheridan continues to work within school districts across Texas and consults in Saudi Arabia for the Centre for Autism Research at the King Faisal Specialist Research Hospital in Riyadh. For over 12 years, Dr Sheridan has conducted social skills groups and her special interests include functional assessment and social skills development.

Please note that the views represented in this document do not necessarily reflect the views of Middletown Centre for Autism. Reviewers have, where possible, used the original language of the article, which may differ from UK and Ireland usage and the usage of a range of terminologies for autism.
1. What is the most important consideration for teachers when communicating with children and young people with autism and severe and profound learning difficulties?

Every student is an individual. It is difficult to say that there is just one consideration that is most important for all students with autism and/or severe to profound learning difficulties. However, with that being understood, I’d like to share some of the considerations my students have taught me.

(1) Do not assume a lack of ability. Become an expert observer of any indication of understanding, interest and/or communication intent. There are so many ways to communicate and it is up to parents, teachers, therapists and all of us to learn how this individual communicates and then help him/her to communicate in more understandable ways and with a larger group of people.

(2) Treat the individual with respect. This means waiting for an answer when a question is asked, not saying negative things about the individual to others when the individual is present, encouraging the individual to be a part of a group in a relevant and meaningful way and not talking down to the individual.

(3) Everyone is a teacher of communication skills. Parents, siblings, teachers, therapists, television, movies, computers and mobile phones all influence the individual’s communication opportunities and teach communication skills. When one of my friends in our social group says something inappropriate or something I don’t think they really understand, I often ask where they heard that. Most of the time it was on TV, in a video or YouTube and they really do not understand what it means or the importance (sometimes) of not saying it again.

2. How can parents and professionals better assist each other to support children and young people with autism and severe and profound learning difficulties?

I believe the best way for everyone involved with the child, young person or student is to communicate with each other. Parents have a wealth of understanding, knowledge, experience and expertise with their child. Let the teachers know the things you have learned such as your child’s favourite foods, colours, interests, clothes, anything that will help communicate with your child. What funny thing did your child do last night? What are the names of the family pets? When are relatives and friends coming to visit? All of this information is invaluable to teachers or therapists or anyone who works with the student.

This information helps professionals gain the student’s attention, interest, and trust. It’s a great place from which to start and continue relevant communication. Teachers also need to communicate to parents, especially the good things the student does at school. This doesn’t have to be a long or arduous task. Just a comment, phone message, email, text about the child helping in holding a cup, laughing with the class at a funny incident, eating a new food, anything that may be important for families to hear. As much as possible communicate the good things in front of the student, whether or not you feel he or she understands all that is being said. When a student has very limited communication skills, it is difficult to know what went on at school. This also limits what the parents can say to their child about his/her school day. Communication is a key in helping each other.

3. How can schools adapt the school curriculum best to meet the needs of children and young people with autism and severe and profound learning difficulties?

It is often challenging to adapt a regular school curriculum to meet the needs of students with autism and/or severe to profound learning difficulties. It is important to help the individual learn those things that are essential in the general education curriculum and still meet the needs of students who have unique and individual challenges. I have found the concept of pre-requisite skills to be helpful. This is especially true with communication. If, for example, a young student in general education classes is learning to count, we as teachers of students with autism and/or severe to profound learning difficulties must determine what is pre-requisite to learning to count.

Perhaps one of our students is learning to focus on the speaker when his or her name is called, one of our students may be learning the difference between one and all, and another may be learning the difference between big and little. All of these things are pre-requisite to learning to count and at the same time appropriate goals for a student with autism and/or severe to profound learning needs. We must have a good understanding and resources for learning what is absolutely necessary for the student to understand before he or she can be taught the skills being taught in the school curriculum. Then, we need to know how to teach these skills and understandings whenever and wherever we can, while meeting the needs of the student with very special learning challenges. This might be while changing a diaper, while feeding, while working with the physical therapist, while getting into a wheelchair, wherever and whenever it is possible to teach the pre-requisite skills, this should be done.

Many students with autism and/or severe to profound learning challenges spend much of their school day in therapy, in self-care activities, in medical activities, so incorporating pre-requisite skills into these activities is helpful and also teaches the application of the skills and concepts being taught.

4. How important are apps and other technical devices in supporting the communication of children and young people with autism and severe and profound learning difficulties?

I believe that apps and technical devices can be very helpful in supporting communication of children on the autism spectrum and/or students with severe to profound learning difficulties. This is broader than the actual content being learned from the app or device. It has to do with dignity, interest, communication using age-appropriate and meaningful resources and sharing experiences with other students who may not have communication limitations. When other students see the individual, who was deemed to be so different or non-responsive, fascinated by a computer game, there is a new understanding that we all have more in common than previously thought.

So, the competence and humanity of that student is now seen in a new light. One student’s mother programmed a “joke of the day” onto her son’s device each morning and students could hardly wait to ask her son to tell them the joke each day. In addition, the app or device shows that this student perhaps really does see the likenesses when matching the shapes in a game,
realised that you asked how these strategies can be taught, practiced and generalised through the school programme.

5. How can TEACCH based strategies be adapted to better assist children with autism and severe and profound difficulties communicate?

TEACCH based strategies are extremely appropriate to use with young children, students or individuals with autism and/or severe to profound learning needs because they teach directly to the characteristics of the individual and capitalise on how that individual learns. I appreciate that you asked how these strategies can be adapted. Every strategy used should be adapted to meet the learning needs, learning characteristics, and interests of the individual student. By structuring the environment, the individual is taught to use visual cues to become more independent, to know where and with whom to go for help and to use this type of information as a life-long strategy. Scheduling is another important TEACCH strategy that speaks directly to the needs of students with autism and/or severe to profound learning difficulties. By helping the student understand what is to be done, when a favourite activity is coming and what work is required before a specific time, it frees the student to learn in a more relaxed manner. It also builds important habits for tasks of daily living, future work, and organisation in general. Task organisation is helpful because it lets the students know what is to be done, everything present that is needed and what to do when finished. Often there is an example of the task as well. In terms of communication, we use a modified TEACCH strategy in the social group I work with on a weekly basis. We have been together for many years and now the participants are in their 20s. We get together for a “meeting” each week before going into the community. At the meeting, each person tells one good thing that has happened to him or her that week, decides on something they are going to do for someone else in the coming week (usually a parent) and says something nice about someone else in the room. The structure of this routine helps even those who are the most challenged in communication skills. It also provides a leadership role for those who are more verbal but have never had the opportunity to be a leader. We have been doing this for perhaps eight years and although there was complaining at first, now they look forward to exciting things they will tell the group or being complimented by a friend. The great thing about TEACCH strategies is that they provide the structure and the teacher, parent, therapist, leader can provide the content so the activity is more successful for students on the autism spectrum and/or students with severe to profound difficulties.

6. How can teachers approach autism specific strategies for children with autism and visual impairment?

Every student is unique and has unique needs for instruction. Helping students be aware of their surroundings through physically organising the environment, helping them become aware of various cues in the environment, learning to ask questions, learning to make choices are teaching strategies that are essential when working with a student with a visual impairment and other learning challenges. It is equally important for a student with autism who may not notice things in the environment due to thinking about other things, trying to get to a favourite item or other distractions. I have used calendar systems, schedules, functional routines, all types of strategies that were developed for people with autism with other students. These strategies are often very successful because they are good, carefully planned ways to help all types of learners achieve the goals needed. I really believe we must look at the individual and the individual’s characteristics, learning abilities, interests, needs, and then use the strategies that are most appropriate.

7. What methods/assessments can be used to effectively assess social communication levels with children and young people with severe and profound difficulties?

Use of developmental checklists, functional checklists, pragmatic inventories, adapted scope and sequence lists are all relevant. The individual doing the assessment must be a good observer of all the individual can do. The main purpose of this type of assessment should be to find the most that individual understands, knows and can do. Then, we have good information for instruction in the social communication area. When I do assessments of this population, I like to use a video camera and study the session going over and over what was said and done and what the individual’s responses were. We must also make certain the individual is as comfortable as possible to get the best results. We want to know the most that individual knows, understands and can do. We do not need to compare them with others.
BACKGROUND
Practitioners often use augmentative alternative communication (AAC) devices to address the communication needs of individuals with autism. AAC methods can be separated into two categories: unaided and aided. Unaided refers to the use of body parts to communicate e.g. manual signs, body language. Aided methods require the use of devices or support e.g. pictures/symbols, speech-generating devices (SGD). Recently, the AAC field has been adopting the use of mobile touch-screen devices (e.g. tablets) and AAC applications (apps) as SGDs. Research supports the use of tablets for improving communication skills in individuals with autism and their use has several advantages including social acceptability, affordability, portability etc. Due to the extensive use of iPads/iPods as AAC devices for students with autism, this paper focuses on the use of these devices. An app is defined as software that is designed for the user to complete a specific task. Research indicates that apps (e.g. Proloquo2Go) have improved communication skills in students with autism. Special education teachers and related service personnel can implement iPads/iPods as SGDs successfully.

RESEARCH AIMS
This paper aims to create guidelines for special education teachers for selecting an iPad/iPod and AAC app that meets the student’s requirements and assist in implementing the method effectively.

RESEARCH FINDINGS
The guidelines can benefit special education teachers who deal with students with autism who are nonverbal or have very limited social communication skills. These guidelines can be modified based on the student’s abilities and requirements.

Assess the student’s related abilities
A multidisciplinary team needs to collaborate to create a comprehensive profile of a student’s wants and abilities. Gathering information about the student’s hearing, vision, motor skills, linguistic and pre-linguistic skills, problem behaviours, and cognitive abilities are important and will assist the team to select appropriate iPads or iPods and AAC apps.

Symbol assessment is important for the successful implementation of AAC as it assists the team in selecting appropriate items that are functional for students. Symbols include photographs, real or miniature objects, line drawings or written words. Symbol assessment for students with severe communication problems involves gathering a list of the student’s familiar items/activities and assessing the functional use of the objects by placing them in front of the student and checking if he/she uses them (e.g. eating with a spoon). Special education teachers should also evaluate the student’s ability to receptively label or name items in his/her environment e.g. placing two objects/pictures in front of the student and checking if he/she can point to the correct one named by the teacher. A visual matching method can also be used e.g. the teacher can provide an object and two symbols (one that exactly matches the object) and see if the student correctly matches the object and the symbol through pointing or eye gaze.

IMPLEMENTING TABLET-BASED DEVICES TO IMPROVE COMMUNICATION SKILLS OF STUDENTS WITH AUTISM
Some students with autism rely on pre-linguistic skills as a way to communicate e.g. reaching, pointing, guiding someone’s hand. The special education teacher should document the communication form that a student uses to get attention or requests for items and activities. They should also record the frequency of the student’s requests using an appropriate form of communication (e.g. pointing) and inappropriate behaviours (e.g. self-injurious behaviours). This allows the special education teacher to determine the likelihood of the effectiveness of the intervention by comparing the number of times the student throws a tantrum as form of communication to the number of times he/she uses the iPad to ask for attention or an item appropriately.

Select a device and app
Choosing an appropriate iPad or iPod and an AAC app that matches the student’s characteristics and needs is the key for successful implementation of the intervention. A small screen tablet may be beneficial for a student who has well-developed fine motor skills, while a tablet with a larger screen may help another student with low vision. Protective cases for devices may also need to be used, especially for students who engage in severely aggressive behaviours frequently. Selecting an appropriate AAC app is as important as selecting a device. A picture-based application (e.g. iComm) may be useful for students who have low intellectual functioning and/or no prior AAC experiences. For students who are nonverbal and have a reasonable level of vocabulary, the teacher might want to select advanced AAC apps that match their communication level e.g. Proloquo2Go.

Conduct a preference assessment
Special education teachers can conduct preference assessments to identify preferred items and activities to facilitate learner motivation. This can be done using indirect (e.g. asking parents/caregivers) or direct methods (e.g. natural observations or trial-based assessments). Identifying target behaviours (i.e. requests) that are used in daily routines is an essential step in implementing AAC interventions. Requesting skills are basic communication skills that are important to teach before proceeding to the other complex communication skills. One way to identify a vocabulary meaningful for the student is to conduct observations in context where the student is motivated to communicate. Results from preference assessments will assist the team in selecting meaningful vocabulary and target behaviours. Programming an iPad/IPod with words/phrases that the student rarely uses would more likely make the device meaningless for the student.

Systematic instructional methods
Special education teachers are encouraged to first target requesting skills in children with autism using single words (e.g. request music by tapping on the ‘music’ icon on the Proloquo2Go app on an iPad). More complex sentences can then be built (e.g. tapping the ‘I want’ icon on the home screen, and ‘music’ icon subsequently on the Proloquo2Go app) adding ‘please’ after making simple requests. Additional strategies recommended when teaching communication skills using iPad/IPod-based SGD include least-to-most prompting, time delay, discrete-trail teaching and incidental teaching. Special education teachers, parents/caregivers and other professionals need to be trained on how to implement iPad/IPod-based SGD through the assistive technology services at the school district, local or a state agency.

Collect intervention data and evaluate progress
Data collection during the teaching phase is important to evaluate the impact of the intervention. Teachers can compare data on requesting skills from baseline to intervention phases through simple graphs. If requesting skills do not increase across five to six teaching sessions, it is important to re-evaluate and consider additional strategies or modifications.

Programme for generalisation
Generalisation refers to applying the learned response in novel situations. Programming for generalisation includes providing training opportunities throughout the day across different settings, communication partners and items.

Teach operational skills
An AAC user must acquire operational skills to use the iPads/iPods independently e.g. turning on/off the device, changing the volume, swiping to the next page. Additional operational skills include accessing the app, selecting the category and specific symbols, scrolling down the page to see more symbols and combining symbols to create sentences. Teachers can break down the steps required to use a device into teachable tasks before starting an intervention with the student.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE
(by the authors)
• Recent developments in mobile devices and touch screen technology offer new teaching opportunities for professionals working with students with autism.
• The use of iPad/IPod-based SGD may be an effective method to improve communication skills in students with autism.
• By following the steps and procedures described in this article, the teacher may implement iPads/iPods with AAC apps, measure progress, and evaluate their effectiveness with students with autism.

Full Reference
AN IPAD-BASED INTERVENTION FOR TEACHING PICTURE AND WORD MATCHING TO A STUDENT WITH ASD AND SEVERE COMMUNICATION IMPAIRMENT

BACKGROUND

Pre-literacy and literacy skills require early language development and more specifically vocabulary acquisition. Picture naming is one strategy which helps to enhance vocabulary acquisition. For example, a teacher may show a student a picture of an animal e.g. a pig and ask them what it is. The student would respond verbally, and this is typically followed up by praise. If an incorrect or non-response is given this too may be followed by an error correction or prompt, e.g. ‘not quite, it is a cow, say cow’.

Studies have indicated that students with autism/developmental disabilities (DD) who may have severe communication impairment may be excluded from such activities as they are not be able to respond using intelligible speech.

Although the use of new technology to support students with autism and related developmental disabilities is not a new concept, there has been little research to date that has investigated the utilisation of iPads to improve academic skills such as picture/word matching. As a result, it has been suggested that researchers need to provide more empirical evidence that supports/contests the anecdotal claims and media coverage that promote the premise that teaching and learning has been changed for these students using mobile technologies such as iPads and iPads.

RESEARCH AIMS

The primary aim of this study was to extend upon previous research to assess whether using the same instructional strategies to teach picture naming/ matching with an iPad SGD (speech generating device) as the response mode could also be used to teach word to picture, picture to word and word to word matching.

Authors also aimed to demonstrate effective procedures for teaching these skills to a student with autism/DD who may require an alternative response mode due to severe communication impairment. This demonstration was deemed important because targeting both picture and word matching is relevant to a range of academic/literacy skills and the technology may enable students with autism to participate in such activities which they may otherwise be excluded from.

RESEARCH METHODS

Following ethical approval, a single case-experimental design was employed, and parental consent gained from the parents of a boy aged 10 years and 2 months with a diagnosis of autism to participate in this study.

Prior to conducting the study, the child was assessed using a range of assessments which indicated the following baseline information about the child: i.e. the child was reported as having age equivalencies of 1 year 7 months for expressive communication, 1 year 4 months for repetitive communication and 4 years and 2 months for written communication. The child was also able to say fifteen meaningful words but was not observed to frequently use two-word phrases, language primarily comprised of delayed echolalia. The child could attend to pictures and was observed to respond to ‘give me’ and understood approximately 50 words. The child pointed/gestured with his fingers or grabbed another person’s hand/arm to gain attention and request objects. To indicate rejection or disagreement the child would scream, throw a tantrum or flop his body around.

A multiple baseline across matching tasks design was used to evaluate the effects of a graduated guidance prompting procedure and differential reinforcement on correct matching across four matching tasks (i.e. picture to picture, word to picture, picture to word, and word to word).

Matching of tasks occurred following a sequence of phases: baseline, intervention, follow-up and random order.

The study was conducted in a university clinical room and implemented by both a doctoral and master’s student completing degrees in educational psychology. An independent observer was present during 76% of the sessions to collect inter-observer and procedural integrity data.

Twelve colour picture cards were selected from the picture-vocabulary book for children: The Osborne First Picture Word Book. Each picture was printed on a card. Pictures were separated into three categories with four pictures in each (a) clothes, (b) animals and (c) food. The corresponding word was printed on the other side of each opaque picture card.

The iPad was configured with three screen pages. Each screen page contained the same categories (i.e. clothes, animals and food) and four items within each category. Non-identical colour pictures, however, were selected from the Proloquo2Go symbol set. Below each picture the corresponding word was written. The iPad was also configured with three more screen pages. Instead of pictures, each screen page contained the same categories (clothes, animals and food) with the word only of each item in the categories.

Preferred stimuli

Stimuli that the participant appeared to prefer were informed by the child’s parents. These included toys and snacks (in this case potato crisps) that were deemed appropriate to use as reinforcers to reward a correct response. Although potato crisps were offered initially after each trial they were reduced to after every fourth trial.

Response definitions, measurement and session schedule

The child attended a 60-minute clinical session one day per week over nine months. Four to five sessions were conducted within each clinical session. Each session consisted of 12 trials. The percentage of correct responses was calculated for each training session. A correct response was defined as independently touching, only once the picture or word on the iPad corresponding to the card he was shown. Touching the picture or word on the iPad activated the voice output.

After the second day of the intervention the child received corrective lenses and wore these for the remainder of the intervention. The child’s hearing was reported to be in the normal age range and he did not have any major or obvious difficulties with gross or fine motor skills.

Baseline

For each trial, only one card with a picture/word from one of the four categories was shown to the child with the iPad placed directly in front of him with a screen that showed four pictures/words of which one corresponded to what was shown to the child. The child was asked what they saw/read on the card and given ten seconds to respond via the iPad. The child was not prompted during baseline. Contingent social reinforcement was given for on task behaviour, e.g., nice sitting if the child remained sitting at the table with the iPad.
Intervention
As the child touched the pictures on the iPad several times during each baseline trial, the procedures of intervention were designed to reduce this i.e. the instructor asked the child to touch the correct picture only once or only using light physical prompting if required for the child to keep his hands on the table.

Follow-up
Procedures were identical to the baseline except that social reinforcement was only given this time for a correct response. Follow up for picture to picture matching occurred five weeks after the last intervention session for this specific task. Word to picture intervention occurred one week after the last intervention session for this task, whilst follow up for the random order and no label phase for word to picture matching occurred two months after the last intervention session for this task. Picture to word and word to word matching tasks did not have any follow up sessions.

Random order phase took place straightaway after follow-up. The procedures were no different to the follow up sessions apart from the fact that the order of the picture/word cards were randomised

Procedural modifications
Three modifications were made. After session 18, tangible reinforcements were reduced to giving one potato chip after every fourth trial. After the random order phase of word to picture matching the word below the picture on the iPad was removed as well as randomising the order of the presentation of the pictures on the iPad. This modification was made in an attempt to reduce the possibility that the child might only be learning word to word rather than word to picture matching. Baseline procedures followed those previously described. Intervention was then introduced with a 10 second delay before prompting. Prompting and reinforcement procedures were identical to those described during the intervention procedure. As generalisation of learning occurred during the picture to word and word to word matching tasks a final modification was made whereby intervention was not considered necessary and the random order condition was introduced instantly after baseline.

RESEARCH FINDINGS
During all three baseline sessions for each of the following matching tasks i.e. picture to picture, word to picture, picture to word and word to word the child initially made 0% correct responses. Following intervention, the child identified more correct matching across all four areas. This suggests that employing systematic instructional strategies, i.e. graduated guidance and reinforcement, is an effective approach for teaching picture and word matching to students with autism/DD and severe communication impairment. Furthermore, the procedures involved in teaching were also considered effective in reducing repetitive responding i.e. touching pictures on the iPad several times during the trial period.

Using an iPad-based SGD as the response mode can therefore be considered to assist the individual with autism and severe communication impairments to successfully learn picture and word matching.

It should be noted however that although the study was designed to teach picture to word and word to word matching, it was found that these matching skills could also be generalised to high levels of correct responding without the need for systematic instruction.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE
(by the authors)
The authors suggest that the approach outlined in this study may have relevance for teaching a range of academic/literacy skills to students with ASD who present with limited or no speech. Regarding implications for practice, the authors have highlighted that the findings should be applied with caution due to a number of limitations. For example, the task could be viewed as a simple repetitive matching activity that does not necessarily require a voice output for an individual. Therefore, the need for an SGD is not technically required to complete such a task. The individual may only need to point to the correct image/word which does not necessarily have to be presented on an iPad. Nevertheless, the authors have noted that the speech output from the SGD may prove advantageous in improving an individual’s social image and in providing feedback regarding the vocal label of the stimulus and may therefore prove to be a more effective signal to listeners.

As only one child was involved in this study the findings limit their generalisability to others with autism and severe communication impairments. Furthermore, there were no pre-and post-intervention checks to assess whether the child understood the target pictures/words.

Finally, it should also be noted that as impairments in social communication and interaction skills are characteristic of autism, if the child had not received a tangible reinforcement, which was initially provided after each trial but then systematically reduced, they may not have been motivated to participate. This should therefore be borne in mind in practice as an effective method of increasing and maintaining motivation to attend to a picture or word matching task.

Full Reference
BACKGROUND
The authors claim that those children with autism and a learning difficulty are at a greater risk of also having epilepsy, which by its nature, can have a negative impact on their ability to develop accordingly and may increase their chances of having associated behavioural difficulties or disorders. These challenging behaviours, including anxiety, obsessive–compulsive and repetitive behaviours, sleep disturbances, inattention, non-compliance, and aggression, may in turn have repercussions for successful interactions, thus resulting in fewer positive teaching and learning experiences, both in the family home and in school.

This single child case study, a five-year-old girl with a diagnosis of autism, learning difficulties and epilepsy, examines the use of a Parent Child Interaction Therapy (PCIT) and the use of visual strategies, to promote an improvement in behavioural issues that will positively affect the parent, the child, the school and ultimately the community.

PCIT is a combined skills approach, taught over 14-20 live coaching sessions and practiced for five minutes daily, drawing on the strengths and concepts of behavioural, play and attachment theories and therapies. The aim is to enhance the parent-child relationship, consequently allowing greater opportunities to support successful development of the child and empowering the parents.

RESEARCH AIMS
This case study was developed as a means of ascertaining whether the use of this particular programme, which combines PCIT, a behaviour management approach which is reliant on parental verbal instructions and interactions, with the use of visual strategies supportive of children with autism, improves the quality and quantity of teaching and learning experiences needed for successful maturation for a child with autism, learning difficulties and epilepsy. The researchers also aim to show how the empowerment of the parents and the development of the child can lead to a decrease in the intensity and number of challenging behaviour incidents.

RESEARCH METHODS
After initial assessment of the child's difficulties from a variety of sources, school and home, where the intensity and perception of the behavioural issues were recognised, the parents were schooled through the PCIT process. The parents were in full agreement as to how to proceed with the recommendations, both curtailing their work commitments to ensure that they availed of every opportunity. A night-time visual schedule was introduced, as this was a particular area of concern for the family. The schedule was differentiated to meet the child's needs, with every step along the process clearly defined and the parents consistently used the approach, even though an extinction burst i.e. the concept of elimination of a behaviour by refusing to reinforce it, was visible. The parents also read a social story, where the child was the focus, clearly setting out the expectations of the interactions of PCIT and the schedule.

RESEARCH FINDINGS
The initial findings were positive. The parents found that the number and intensity of the behavioural-based incidents had decreased and allowed them, as a family, to engage in activities such as going out for dinner, shopping, day trips. The child's older siblings also offered to baby sit on a more regular basis, thus allowing the parents to spend some time alone. Therefore, there was an increase in the volume and success of learning experiences.

The child's teacher reported that there was an increase in functional play skills and attention span, thus allowing for more effective opportunities for teaching and learning. However, circumstances within the child's life changed. On returning to school after the summer holidays she moved class and thus her teacher and her health professionals changed; with these changes, her behaviour returned to almost the same level as pre-intervention.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE
(by the authors)
• Societal, environmental and care issues must also be considered if a lasting impact of any intervention is to be noted. The holistic needs of the child must be considered.
• Information and good practice need to be shared between all, teachers, health professionals and parents, during times of change or transition to ensure a consistent and predictable approach as the child may become frustrated and revert to behaviours that were displayed in the past.
• Special attention must be given when the child is transitioning within classes at school and the successful approaches used in the previous class must be transferred to the new class. The child with autism needs this level of consistency.

• The use of visual strategies must be considered for the child with autism and limited communication. The child with autism needs a means of expressing his or her preferences, needs and wants in a socially acceptable and effective manner rather than resorting to engaging in behavioural responses.
• The Parent Professional Partnership is crucial to the design, delivery and evaluation of any supportive intervention, where the mutually respectful relationship allows for honest communication to support the individual child.
• Any intervention programme needs to address and accommodate all of the issues regarding each individual child with autism. Consideration must also be given to all aspects of the child's autism; difficulties with interaction, communication, behaviours, flexibility of thought, theory of mind and executive function, as well as difficulties pertaining to the associated learning difference and any health conditions including epilepsy.

• Interventions must be across the child's learning environments. Teachers need to be prepared to support the parents and thus the same level of training and teaching must be afforded to the teacher to ensure he or she is prepared and following the same set of guidelines to give the child a whole life approach.
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COMPARING ACQUISITION OF AND PREFERENCE FOR MANUAL SIGNS, PICTURE EXCHANGE, AND SPEECH-GENERATING DEVICES IN NINE CHILDREN WITH AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER

BACKGROUND
Alternative communication methods such as manual signs, picture exchange and speech-generating devices are used to support communication skills in children with autism.

- Manual signs involve using specific facial and body movements to represent common words and phrases.
- Picture exchange systems comprise of a visual representation or picture usually on a laminated card. Several picture cards can be placed in a sequence to illustrate language.
- Speech-generating devices comprise of hand held computer devices and computer software programmes. In this study an Apple iPod Touch® or Apple iPad® was used in conjunction with the Proloquo2Go™ application.

RESEARCH AIMS
This study aimed to compare how quickly nine children with autism acquired improved communication skills using manual signs, picture exchange and an iPad/iPod using speech-generating technology and to compare if the children showed a preference for one of these options.

RESEARCH METHODS
Nine children with autism aged four to twelve years, who exhibited very limited or no expressive language were recruited for this study.

Trained instructors taught each participant to request access to a box of toys or a preferred item using the three alternative communication methods during training sessions. Training sessions occurred either in the participant’s school or home environment. Each session consisted of five opportunities to request access to the toys or preferred item. Training sessions continued until a child demonstrated 80% or higher correct requesting across three consecutive sessions or, barring that, until the intervention had to end due to logistical and resource constraints.

To assess preference for using one of the three alternative communication methods, the instructors placed communication devices within easy reach of children, giving the child free play with toys then removing the toy while saying ‘let me know if you want more’. The children were then prompted to use an alternative communication method (manual sign, picture exchange or speech-generated). Follow-up sessions were conducted three to ten weeks after training sessions concluded.

The trained instructor recorded data on the preference of alternate communication methods and the acquisition of communication skills.

RESEARCH FINDINGS
The results show that five of the nine participants successfully learnt how to communicate using manual sign, picture exchange and speech-generated devices, suggesting that education and healthcare professionals should:

- Teach, support and encourage the use of communication skills through a variety of methods.
- Explore speech-generating devices and software as a means of supporting communication.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE (by the authors)
In this study, children with autism who had limited speech successfully learnt how to communicate using manual sign, picture exchange and speech-generated devices, suggesting that education and healthcare professionals should:

- Practice using the child’s preferred communication method regularly.
- Explore the effects of using alternative communication methods on verbal communication skills.
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SUPPORTING CHILDREN WITH SEVERE-TO-PROFOUND LEARNING DIFFICULTIES AND COMPLEX COMMUNICATION NEEDS TO MAKE THEIR VIEWS KNOWN: OBSERVATION TOOLS AND METHODS

BACKGROUND

Current policy frameworks in the United Kingdom emphasise the importance of involving young people with special educational needs (SEN) in the decisions that affect their education and well-being. There is little research on the extent to which children's experiences and perspectives are elicited in schools and the methods for doing so. This is particularly true of those who have severe-to-profound learning difficulties and complex communication needs with often idiosyncratic ways of communicating, requiring a skilled adult communication partner for interpretation. Potential reasons for this could include negative beliefs and low expectations of these children and/or the challenges inherent in attempting to elicit their views and experiences due to the lack of a shared (spoken) language. There is little work delineating the most effective ways to access these children's communicative behaviours across learning contexts and to determine how their communicative attempts are interpreted and responded to by the people who know them well. Previous studies have been unable to capture the evolving, dynamic relationships between a child and his or her communicative partner as it occurs in their day-to-day lives. This study aimed to fill this gap.

RESEARCH METHODS

Participants

Three children (Evie, Leah, Adam) enrolled in three different residential special schools in England took part. Adam (age 8) had a diagnosis of autism and was described as having severe learning difficulties. Leah and Evie (ages 11 and 13) were described as having profound learning difficulties. All three young people presented with complex communication needs.

Procedure

A set of tools designed to detail the nature and extent of children's communicative acts and the supports used by the adults working with them were implemented. These tools were used throughout the day during different activities and interactions with different adults and across settings for each participant and their communication partners.

Ethnographic methods

- Unstructured interactions with participants, conversations with those around them, and at times, joining in the activities to capture a 'day in the life' of the young person.

Structured observation

- Structured time-sampling was used to simultaneously record child-initiated and adult-initiated communication within discrete 60-s intervals for the duration of a single activity.

- The researcher coded the presence of child-initiated or adult-initiated communication within the 60-s interval, whether it elicited a response from the adult or child, and whether the bid for interaction led to brief reciprocal communication.

Observational checklists

- Once a single activity was completed, the researcher completed four criterion-referenced observational checklists derived from the Social Communication, Emotional Regulation and Transactional Support (SCERTS) framework, an evidence based framework with the aim of improving some of the core difficulties associated with autism spectrum conditions.

- Social-Emotional Growth Indicators checklist.

- Expression of Intentions and Emotions worksheet.

- Interpersonal Support checklist.

- Learning Support checklist.

RESEARCH FINDINGS

- Each participant illustrated various ways to make their intentions known e.g. eye gaze, facial expression, simple motor actions, crying, reaching, pushing away, showing, nodding, and vocalisations. None of the children demonstrated bids for shared attention on objects, actions or events.

- The adults supporting them recognised the majority of participants' bids for interaction.

- Adults were observed to use a wide range of interpersonal and learning supports across all three children.

- Frequency of communicative acts depended on the type of activity and communicative partner.

- Children's rates of bids for communication were low (ranging from 0.17 to 0.33 per minute).

- Observations revealed marked inconsistencies in the extent to which children's bids for interactions developed into a reciprocal exchange. Evie's grandmother and Adam's teacher developed 70% and 67% of children's communicative bids into a longer communicative exchange with several turn-taking sequences, whereas Leah and Evie's staff teams achieved only 8% and 4% respectively.

- Reciprocal interactions developed less often when adults initiated bids than when children initiated bids.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE (by the authors)

- Understanding how children can be supported to engage in reciprocal interaction is important because these interactions play a critical role in the development of expressive language.

- When children initiate bids for interaction this may set the pace and tone for the adult to attune and respond appropriately, making reciprocal interactions more likely to develop.

- Adults play an important role in supporting children's communicative bids via flexibly adjusting their behaviour (interpersonal supports) and aspects of the environment (learning supports).

- The adult's familiarity with the child and/or their level of experience/expertise may impact the interpersonal and learning supports used and the frequency of reciprocal interactions.

- Future research should record adults' professional experience and their self-efficacy with regard to enabling children to communicate through social or environmental adaptations to examine whether these factors influence children's communication exchanges.
• The methods used in this study could be used as a reflective tool for practitioners to recognise the distinctive communicative acts of these children, to identify the way they manifest socioemotional well-being across the day, and to set individualised goals to increase engagement.

• The use of the SCERTS checklists may be one way for educators to identify opportunities to support the child’s communication and to identify improvements in the adult’s interpersonal and learning supports across multiple time points. This would allow educators to build an individualised evidence base of support strategies for each child during specific activities and enable them to understand better which specific practices and support strategies are of benefit to individual learners.

• Two children in this study had complex physical needs that may have prevented them from making, or from a communicative partner noticing, certain distal bids for communication relative to children with less severe difficulties.

• The importance of observing children across multiple activities, days and different communicative partners is highlighted as children with such complex difficulties often vary considerably in their behaviour and emotional well-being across days/contexts.
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in this category. Intensive interaction was found to have a positive impact on a variety of social behaviours. One study noted rapid effects within a single treatment session. More research, particularly in the form of controlled studies, is needed to confirm the utility of intensive interaction with autism.

Peer-mediated interventions
Peer-mediated interventions involve teaching typically developing (TD) peers strategies for interacting with individuals with ASD. Three articles were identified in this category. They suggested that structured teaching, and the TEACCH programme in particular may have positive effects on a number of positive social behaviours. Additional studies, particularly those employing control groups with random assignment or single-subject designs in order to control for nonspecific factors are important to further investigate the effectiveness of the TEACCH programme.

Overall conclusions
Social skills may be amenable to treatment in adolescents and adults with ASD and S/PID. It is not possible to recommend a specific treatment package on the basis of this review. The literature suffers from weaknesses in measurement and research design that need to be addressed to confirm the utility of these interventions for this population. A next step in treatment development would be further manualisation and protocol development to enable replication of these single-subject findings on a larger scale.

Structured teaching
Structured teaching involves developing an individualised educational plan which builds on the student's strengths and designing the teaching environment in order to de-emphasise the need to rely on areas of weakness e.g. verbal comprehension, during learning activities. Five studies were identified in this category. They suggested that structured teaching, and the TEACCH programme in particular may have positive effects on a number of positive social behaviours. Additional studies, particularly those employing control groups with random assignment or single-subject designs in order to control for nonspecific factors are important to further investigate the effectiveness of the TEACCH programme.

A developmental perspective on intervention development is recommended. All of the major intervention types described and researched for this population have been developed for or based on the interaction styles of younger children. Adapting these interventions may be more fruitful than attempting to adapt interventions for higher-functioning youth or adults with ASD as many individuals with ASD and S/PID do not yet have the prerequisite skills that are required to learn more complex social skills. Early childhood interventions should be adapted sensitively to ensure that the skills targeted, and the contexts in which they are targeted, are important treatment goals for this population.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE
(by the authors)

Researchers:
- Treatment targets: More research is needed regarding what specific social behaviours are most important for youth and adults with ASD and S/PID.
- Interaction partners: Future studies should examine the effects of interventions with different interaction partners, being mindful of what skills may be best targeted with particular interaction partners.
- Outcome measurement: There is little consistency across studies regarding how to measure change in social skills. Future studies should attempt to use reliable and valid assessment tools that measure the social behaviours most meaningful for individuals with severe disabilities.
- Dissemination: This population is likely to receive the bulk of their services in schools, structured day-treatment programmes or residential treatment facilities. In order to be useful, treatments must fit into existing models of service delivery both practically and ideologically. Community partners should be involved in intervention development from the beginning.

Clinicians:
- Treatment targets: An examination of what social skills are most likely to promote positive interactions, less restrictive placements, and more community integration may help guide intervention providers in choosing meaningful social goals. The identification of social behaviours that lead to improvements in staff-client relationships would be beneficial as interventions in these areas may influence staff’s feelings of competence and reduce staff burnout.
- Interaction partners: The educational and residential setting of individuals is likely to directly impact choice of interaction partners.
- Outcome measurement: It is crucial that the opinions of the individual with the disability are taken into consideration to the extent possible. This may be achieved by measuring expression of positive or negative affect or other nonverbal behaviours indicating a desire to continue or discontinue an interaction, or by using preference assessment procedures to determine whether the individual's attitudes toward or preferences for social activities have changed as a result of the intervention.
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USING IPADS TO TEACH COMMUNICATION SKILLS OF STUDENTS WITH AUTISM

BACKGROUND
Many young people with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) who have limited functional speech rely upon pointing, gazing and facial expressions to communicate their wants and needs to parents, teachers and peers. Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC) approaches which use pictures, photographs and symbols can be used with these young people to enable them to communicate, whereby they can point or touch the required picture or item. As many young people with ASD have proficient visual processing skills and a desire for predictability the use of visual images and symbols is thought to be more effective than speech or manual signs in teaching new language.

An AAC can also be used as a speech-generating device (SGD). When the young person touches the required image, the associated audible word is expressed. Initially the SGD can be programmed with simple audible cues and the complexity can be increased as the young person becomes more competent in its use. More empirical studies using an iPad as an SGD are required to assess the technology and applications available.

Apple apps such as Proloquo2Go, MyTalk and SonoFlex are examples of high-tech AAC systems. This study uses SonoFlex to teach the young people involved communication skills.

RESEARCH AIMS
The aim of this research was to explore the effectiveness of iPads when teaching spontaneous functional communication across school settings (the classroom and less structured times for example break and lunch) to young people with ASD, with a decreasing number of prompts from supporting adults. This study was conducted over a six-week period.

RESEARCH METHODS
Three ten-year-old children (one female and two males) who had a diagnosis of ASD and had also been diagnosed with limited functional speech from the age of four were involved in the study. Each of the three students had an Individual Education Plan (IEP) which incorporated goals in relation to using a SGD to communicate basic wants and needs and to respond to others.

Vineland Adaptive Behaviour Scales (2nd Edition, 2005) and Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (4th edition, 2003) were conducted prior to commencement of this study. The research questions used in this study were:

1) By using an iPad will the participants' use of expressive communication increase?

2) Will the spontaneous communication of the participants increase with their teacher and peers through the use of least-to-most prompting?

RESEARCH FINDINGS
The authors found that the three young people who participated all demonstrated an increase in their ability to indicate their initial requests, by touching the icon for the SonoFlex App on the iPad with a reduced number of prompts, over the six-week period. When comparing the results for responses to questions and making social comments the difficulties which young people with ASD encounter in relation to expressive language is highlighted, as the former is more prevalent than the latter. Making a request is more likely to be directly beneficial to the child if they get access to the item they are seeking. Thus, it is suggested that items which the young person prefers (child-preferred stimuli) are used while teaching the use of the AAC/SGD.

It is also recommended that the interactions between the teacher and student across several settings are regular to encourage the young person's initiation for communication and also to generalise the skills learnt.

The participants were also assessed in their ability to respond to the teacher's questions during academic lessons, by perusing the words available and touching the correct word on the AAC. Two of the participants were observed to respond to the teacher independently (without prompting) during intervention. The other participant obtained numerical scores. (See the table outlining the least-to-most prompting hierarchy).

In relation to making social comments, it was observed during the intervention that two of the participants were able to reach independence occasionally and the third participant obtained numerical scores. All of the participants made more comments during unstructured times of the day than in class, for example participant one (10 in class, 46 during recess), participant two (10 in class, 58 during recess) and participant three (9 in class, 60 during recess). This would indicate that there are more opportunities to make social comments while playing games, for example, during unstructured times of the school day rather than in class. The authors also suggest that it is therefore important that young people who find social communication challenging be given many opportunities to participate in school activities outside the classroom to facilitate in the learning of communication skills and provide opportunities to engage with their peers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of Prompts</th>
<th>Scores</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Using a hand-over-hand process, guide the student to make the correct communication. Provide an opportunity for the students to make the selection by themselves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Communicative</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Student was not attentive to instruction and/or showed unwillingness to communicate with the iPad.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of Prompts</th>
<th>Scores</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>The student initiates a communication without any help. This is considered a non-prompted communication.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>The student is given verbal directives such as, “Chose a button.” or “Do you want ‘x’ or ‘y’?” or “Tell Samantha it’s your turn.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gesture</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Pointing to the specific area that the student should be looking at to make a communication attempt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Select the correct button and give the students the opportunity to select the button by themselves.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BACKGROUND
Communication impairment is a core deficit in children diagnosed with autism. Alternative communication methods such as picture symbol systems or speech-generating devices can be used to support and encourage communication in minimally verbal children with autism. The authors of this study tested the effectiveness of speech-generating devices with the addition of two communication-focused and evidence-based early interventions for preschool children—JASPER (Joint Attention Symbolic Play Engagement and Regulation) and EMT (Enhanced Milieu Teaching). Both JASPER and EMT have shown efficacy in preschool-aged, minimally verbal children with autism.

• JASPER is a naturalistic behavioural intervention focused on the development of paralinguistic gestures (joint attention, requesting) and play skills within the context of play-based interactions as a means to increase joint engagement between an adult and child with autism.
• EMT is a naturalistic behavioural intervention that uses responsive interaction and systematic modelling and prompting to promote spontaneous, functional spoken language.

RESEARCH AIMS
The primary aim was to examine the effect of blending speech-generating devices with JASPER and EMT versus JASPER and EMT alone. A secondary aim was to compare outcomes across the three interventions; speech-generating devices, JASPER and EMT.

RESEARCH METHODS
A total of 61 minimally verbal children with autism, aged five to eight years, were randomised into two intervention groups. One group received JASPER and EMT with a speech-generating device, the other group received JASPER and EMT only. The intervention consisted of two stages. In stage one, all children received two sessions per week for three months. Stage two intervention was adapted (by increased sessions or adding the speech-generating device) based on the child’s early response for a total of three months. The primary outcome was the total number of spontaneous communicative utterances; secondary measures were the total number of novel words and total comments from a natural language sample.

RESEARCH FINDINGS
This study found that:
• Children showed significant gains in spontaneous communication in a short period of time in a relatively low-intensity developmental and behaviourally based intervention of two to three hours per week.
• Children made improvements in spontaneous communicative utterances, novel words and comments using the blended behavioural intervention that involved including a speech-generating device, JASPER and EMT as opposed to spoken words alone.
• Using a speech-generating device, JASPER and EMT, and intensifying the same for children who were slow responders lead to better post treatment outcomes.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE (by the authors)
• iPads with appropriate applications are a less expensive alternative to AAC devices on the market, which can enhance or substitute natural speech for those with little or no functional speech.
• Many families already possess an iPad which could be utilised by a young person with limited speech to facilitate more effective communication with their parents and other family members, in addition to teachers and peers in school.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE
(by the authors)

- There is much more to be learnt about effective communication intervention for this population – it is suggested that future studies should test adaptive interventions in an effort to understand what progress in spoken communication is possible in children with autism.
- Blending interventions may benefit communication skills.
- Education and health professionals should individualise interventions targeting communication for the child with communication difficulties.
- Speech-generating devices can be used to successfully support communication and speech with children with autism.
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RESEARCH FINDINGS

The results of this study suggested that a majority of young, nonverbal or children with limited speech, with autism, will learn to use spoken language at an early age. This was a very promising finding which was consistent with current literature which addresses early intervention. In this study of the 19 children in the PECS groups, twelve mastered requesting and were learning to comment using pictures (five of these children had expressive language age equivalent scores on the MSEL of less than 12 months, indicating the possibility that their complexity of communication was higher when using PECS). Two were responding and attributing; two could request items using a sentence strip; three were starting to discriminate pictures and were not using spoken words to communicate.

Overall however, the authors of this study could not draw any conclusions regarding the relationship between gains in spoken language using either model; one intervention modality was not superior to the other. The authors found that both PRT and PECS resulted in children making similar gains in spoken communication although with extreme variability in verbal progress across participants. On average, children gained approximately 80 spoken words across the six-month study period. At the final measurement, 78% of children across both models were reported to use at least ten spoken words.

The authors’ findings on PECS was in keeping with prior studies: that children often begin to use spoken language once they reach PECS Phase four (refer to user manual).

IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE

(by the authors)

The authors identified three limitations to this study: a no-treatment control group was not included meaning progress may have been developmental rather than the result of either intervention; the study was limited to nonverbal and minimally verbal young autistic children, therefore the results cannot be generalised; and a subset of assessments were conducted by coders who were aware of the intervention condition, which may have threatened the internal validity of the study.

The authors further identified several points for discussion in this study which should be considered in practice:

• Parents in both groups were satisfied with the models and reported progress in their children.
• Parents found PECS to be more difficult to implement in the home. This may be due to the preparation time involved and ensuring the child always had access to the PECS book. This contrasted with PRT where only materials in the natural environment were required.
• Some parents and practitioners were reluctant to recommend models such as PECS for use with a child with autism in case it interfered with the development of spoken language. The authors note that PECS did not inhibit the development of spoken language but that the variability in progress raises questions regarding when to use a model. They hope future research will assist efforts to individualise intervention protocols in this area.
• When this study is compared to the only other direct comparison of PECS and a naturalistic behavioural verbally-based model, it contrasts.
• Research focusing on each child's unique response to interventions such as PRT and PECS will inform early intervention aimed at targeting communication in young non/minimally-verbal children, and allow practitioners to deliver more tailored interventions.
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Communication involves a minimum of two people and it is learned across a range of environments not just in a teaching environment. Those of us who live and work with people with autism should understand our own roles in helping to foster and build communicative skills and to provide an environment where all types of communication are encouraged and understood.

Adults, peers, siblings, friends can all help foster communication skills. It is important to be able to recognise communicative intent and to respond to communicative intent. In this way we can help build confidence in using communication.

Parents, carers, siblings, peers and others in the environment are the most important factors in fostering communication. In addition to this there is also a role for technology and assistive and augmentative aides.

The summaries included in the Bulletin address the effectiveness of iPad technology and how the use of tablets and personal devices have made augmented communication more accessible for parents and families. The use of personal devices is diverse and Sue Sheridan provides practical examples of how they can not only address communicative skills but also social skills and engagement.

The overall message from the summaries included is that people and the environment, technology and autism specific approaches are all important in fostering communication.
The Centre trusts that you have found this Research Bulletin informative. It would be appreciated if you would take a few minutes to provide the Centre with feedback in relation to this bulletin by clicking on the survey link below.
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